**New ITSA Board Takes Office**

Schmitz Gives Date Of Integral Delivery

"Barring additional mishaps, the Integral will be delivered in the week of June 1," predicts Rik Schmitz, 1959 editor.

The books will be distributed in the Student Union lobby to those who have ordered copies. Copies unclaimed by subscribers will be mailed to their address on file in the Technology Center Directory. If mail will not reach those entitled to a book at this address during the summer, they may take their summer mailing address in the Integral office next week.

About 3,600 copies of the 1959 Integral will be on sale for $5 during distribution. These copies will be sold on a first-come, first-served basis.

**McDaniel, Smith, Woods, Schmitz Head 16 Ed. Board**

Dale McDaniel, FPE 4, Larry Smith, IE 5, and Bob Woods, Physics 4, will join Rik Schmitz, LLP 6, on the Technology News editorial board next semestro, according to Bob Zoeller, editor-in-chief. McDaniel will serve as associate editor, Smith as feature editor, and Woods as news editor during the fall semestro. Schmitz will perform the duties of associate and copy editor.

In other appointments Tuesday, Norm Birger, IE 3, was named to succeed McDaniel as sports editor. David Dooley, IE 2, was reappointed photography editor.

Zoeller also appointed four people to assistant editorships. Duane Henry, Chemical Eng. 2, will serve as assistant sports editor. Sherry Coren, Met Eng. 1, will perform the duties of organizational news editor. Vern Kalbfleisch will act as headline editor, and Lois Lippe, Physics 2, will perform the duties of assistant news editor.

The recent appointments will attempt to fill the slots of graduating seniors Kari Wissida, associate editor, and Jean Mueller, news editor.

**Sigs Take First Place in IF Sing**

"Swansong Town" and "Within the Mystic Circle" brought first place in the Alpha Sigma Phi last Friday at the annual Interfraternity Sing, held in the SU Auditorium. Triangle placed second, trailed in a tie by the Sigma Phi Epsilon. Phi Delta Phi, Alpha Xi Delta Sigma, Delta Upsilon, Delta Chi, Delta Chi Sigma, and Sigma Phi Epsilon, respectively.

The program also included Beta Omegas Mu with a rendition of "Charlie Brown," the Interfraternity Chorus, and the Swedish Male Chorus.

**NSF Awards Tech $12,000**

Research Grant

Professor Peter Chungilli has announced that $12,000 has been appropriated by the National Science Foundation for his continuing undergraduate research.

This annual fund will be dispensed to students at the rate of $1.50 per hour for a maximum of 100 hours per year. Ten students have already been accepted under this program for research this summer.

The only qualification is that applicants be an undergraduate. Persons interested should consult their faculty advisor concerning the program. An application should be submitted by Professor Chungilli by September 30, 1959; it should include an interest in the project and possible qualifications.

Professor Chungilli stated that, "This grant should do much to stimulate and encourage students into graduate work as early as possible."

**Senior Class Holds Farewell at South Side Hotel June 3**

Illinois Tech's senior class will hold its annual Senior Farewell in the Louis XVI room of the Shoreland Hotel this year. The formal dance will be held on Wednesday, June 3.

For the affair, priced at $8 per couple, will go on sale Friday, May 22, at the Student Union candy counter. The Farewell includes a roast beef dinner for two and dancing later in the evening. Guest speaker for this year's affair will be Bernard "Benny" Werner, athletic director at Tech.

Graduation announcements may also be purchased at the candy counter and will be sold on a first-come, first-served basis. The price of the announcements is 20 cents each.

**Alumni Elect Officers**

Anthony B. Ross, EE 53, was elected president of the Illinois Tech Alumni Association at the annual reunion dinner Friday, May 15. Ross succeeded Elmer F. Rekles, EE 55, as president.

Other officers elected were Clarence A. Herbst, Vice-president; Arthur H. Rekles, secretary; and J. C. Roberts, treasurer.
Letters to the Editor

Dekoven Presents Results Of Election Campaign Poll

Dear Bob:

As part of any campaign I circulated two questionnaires and suggestion sheets among the senior class. I feel the outcome should be made public. One hundred and forty were returned of the four hundred circulated. The questions and their answers follow:

(1) Are you in favor of a compulsory activity course?
No — 123
Yes — 22
Six didn't know what it was all about.
Remarks indicate desire for further tests and therefore more intelligent decisions.

(2) Are you in favor of an honor system?
No — 61
Yes — 21
Sixty-eight weren't sufficiently acquainted. The general consensus was that an honor system would be necessary while a voluntary one would be useless.

(3) Are you in favor of a freshman class?
Yes — 17
No — 36
Ninety-seven waited to see the results.

A considerable percentage didn't realize the large treasury of the senior class but all agreed that it is fair to have such a fund. Many of the freshmen may have wanted to be in a class like this but not a part of it.

May I suggest that the officers of the class of 1937 cooperate to prevent this year from being a repeat of last year?

Don Dekoven

Rates Editorials

Dear Mr. Zolot:

It was a great pleasure to read in your last issue of Tech News the articles on the Luce-Morse incident. I am sure you will not publish a note of any character that I am not in favor of doing that which is right. Shall we remember the words of Jean Jacques Rousseau: "As soon as any man says anything about the affairs of the State, What does it matter to me?" The State may be expected for us.

Yours sincerely,

J. A. Parker

BK's Graduate

Editor of Tech News:

The organization known as "Black Knight" wishes to announce the names of the following members who are graduating or leaving the school:

John A. Akerson
William D. Enner
Philip J. Hock
Jonas A. Deyton
Frank E. Deal
Richard R. Johnson
Norman R. Linsby
Jean Moeller
Clifford H. Rospott
Richard F. Wishnup

Sincerely,

Secretary of Black Knight

It seems that the Society for the Advancement of Science and Technology is a nonprofit organization with a focus on promoting and advancing the understanding of technology and its impacts on society. Their goal appears to be to provide a platform for students and professionals to engage with these important issues through various activities such as seminars, workshops, and publications. The organization aims to foster a community of individuals committed to the exploration and dissemination of knowledge related to technology. It seems that the organization values collaboration and engagement with diverse stakeholders, aiming to create a more informed and technologically literate populace. Through their efforts, they seek to contribute to the development of evidence-based policies and practices that are informed by the latest research and technology advancements. The Society for the Advancement of Science and Technology appears to be dedicated to promoting a dialogue and understanding around the ethical, social, and environmental implications of technology, making it an important resource for those interested in the intersection of science, technology, and society.
ITSA Names Who's Who Committee; Install Newly Elected Members

Newly elected officers of the ITSA Board of Control took their positions on the board at Wednesday night's ITSA meeting. Roopka cleared the floor of business and the floor of the building. The new members were installed, retiring president was on the table from previous meetings.

Among the new members was the appointment of members to the Who's Who Committee.

IIT Will Sponsor Summer High School Seminars

Illinois Tech, during the 1959-60 academic year, will sponsor a group of seminars in mathematics for exceptional Chicago area high school students. Dr. Haim Katzdorff, head of the IIT math department, will supervise the Institute for Supplementary Training in Mathematics for Secondary School Students. The program is designed to assist the exceptional student with advanced mathematics and to improve articulation between the high school and college level programs. The 160 selected students will be lectured on alternate Saturdays by instructors selected from the staffs of IIT and other Chicago universities.

Supported by a $20,000 grant from the National Science Foundation, the Institute will be tuition-free.

Dickies continentals

Proudly offered by the stores listed with this ad. They know quality and style for campus and vacation wear. See their selection of fabrics and colors now... and wait 'til you see the low price!

SARTORIAL STANDOUT IN SLACKS

SHOWN AT COMMONS BOOKSTORE

Make Additions To Tech Faculty

Three new faculty members have been added to the staff of Illinois Tech: Dr. Anthony Skelland, Mr. Neil Smith, and Mr. Alfred Attard.

Dr. Skelland has been appointed to the department of chemical engineering. He received his BS and PhD at the University of Birmingham, Great Britain. He is now residing with his family at 60 E. 32nd Street.

Mr. Smith has been appointed to the department of chemical engineering. He received his BS at the University of Illinois and his MA at Illinois Tech. Mr. Smith resides with his family at 346 W. 94th Place.

Mr. Attard has been appointed to the department of physics. He received his BS in physics and mathematics at Queens College, New York, and his MA at Columbia University. Mr. Attard resides at 2454 S. University.

Follett's Books
324 S. Wabash Ave.
"In The Loop"
Dollars For Books
**Fowler Schedules Party As Relaxation for Finals**

By Alan Olson

A group of Fowler Hallies will be enjoying their beach party at Miller's Beach tomorrow afternoon and evening. Among the activities planned are softball, volleyball, a bonfire, and inter-class tennis on nearby courts. According to one of the organizers, a prize party will provide a temporary but meaningful escape from impending finals.

About seventy-five men of Gamma Chi hold a pizza party in their basement lounge last night. Due to a recent vacancy on the Pall Hall Council, Wayne Schimpf has been appointed to serve on the Council for the rest of the semester. Wayne is replacing Frank Fesper et as freshman member-at-large.

Pall Hall Dance Successful

Pall Hall held their "Farwell Dance" last Friday evening as a last social event in the old dorm. For the first time, the Pall Hall campus community, which has not been a part of the "Farwell Dance," will participate. Among the items sold at this auction are the dorm TV set, a standard size dresser, a doorknob and brick, and a piece of modern art by Ben Blizco.

**USC Offers Cash Award In Contest**

Students of chemistry and chemical engineering at USC eligible for the University of Southern California's 1959 contest in colloid and surface chemistry. One of the qualifications for interested students is that they are undergraduates as of April 1, 1959.

The contest consists of either a research project or an essay on the subject, "The constitution of living Langmuir at colloidal and surface chemistry." The best report will receive $500, and the second best of each will receive $250. Honorable mention prizes of $50 each will also be provided.

The deadline for entries submitted in July 1, 1959. Final blanks may be obtained immediately by writing to Professor K. J. M. Y. Chemistry Department, University of Southern California, Los Angeles 7, California.

**CAMPUS Barber Shop**

**LADIES AND CHILDREN WELCOME**

**COMMON BUILDING**

**HAIR CUTS $175**

(by appointment)

Free Trim & Professional SHOE SHINE

HOURS: 8:00-6:00 Monday thru Friday

FOUR BARBERS

ERNEST PROFALO, Mrp.
Announce Architects For Alpha Sig House

Harry Weis & Associates have been chosen as architects for the new Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity house by the Alumni Housing committee. According to present plans, construction will begin next fall and the house will be ready for occupancy by the fall semester of 1963.

The house is to be located on Thirty-fourth street at Wabash avenue, which is the southwest corner of the recently planned fraternity quadrangle. The house will be designed to accommodate thirty brethren and twenty-five comrades.

SIE Honorary Elects 4 Officers

Jim Conibbs was elected president of Sigma Iota Fraternity, national management honorary, at its semi-annual banquet on April 14 at the La Scala Restaurant. Other newly elected officers are Simon Masse, vice-president; Norma Moen, treasurer, and Bob Keller, secretary.

ThINKlish

English: LOWEST MAN IN THE COMMENCEMENT CLASS

Thinklish translation: The only courses this bird absorbed were the ones served in dining hall. The only exercises he passed were the ones his dentist gave him twice a year. After five years of work (at a two-year college), he finally got his diploma. Obviously, the word for this fellow is graduate. Of course, being a Lucky fan marks him as a man of high degree, with extra credits for good taste. Get the honest taste of fine tobacco yourself. Spread this yummy cum Luckies.

HOW TO MAKE $25

Take a word—magazine, for example. With it, you can make a burglar’s weekly (magazine), a ladies’ club bulletin (magazine), a mountain-climbing Granite (magazine) and a pin-up periodical (magazine). That’s Thinklish—and it’s that easy! We’re paying $25 for the Thinklish words judged best—your check is itching to go! Send your words to Lucky Strike, Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Envelope name, address, college and class.

Get the genuine article
Get the honest taste of a LUCKY STRIKE

Product of The American Tobacco Company—\"The People’s Cigarette.\"
Golf Team Wins City Tourney

CE and AIChE Teams Win, Advance to Finals

by Don Nelsen

Both the CE's and the AIChE won their semi-final games in IM softball last Tuesday and were scheduled to play in the championship game yesterday. The CE's had no trouble downing Concordia, 9-3.

Concordia Wins Own Track Meet; Tech Takes 3rd

Tech runners finished third in a quadrangular meet at Concordia. Concordia won with 23 points, scoring 95½ points. North Park was second with 57½ and Tech scored 34½.

Mel Meyer and Jack Novosel each brought home a first place for the Tech squad. Meyer won the 100-yard dash in 15.33 seconds, and Novosel tied for first in the 100 yard dash with a 12.32 clocking.

The mile relay team composed of Meyer, Novosel and Dick Woodard, and the 400-yard dash team ranked in this event when they finished second with a time of 4:37. In the same race Concordia, who finished first, also broke their school record.

MEL MEYER passes off to anchorman Jack Novosel in the mile relay at a track meet west at Concordia. The Tech relay team finished second, but broke the school mark for the event. Tech finished third in the meet.

The Tote Board

This Year?

It looks like this could finally be it, the year that the White Sox bring a pennant to the city of Chicago. At the present time they are in first place and the supposedly unbeatable Yankees are surprising second in second place. Possibly the end of the Yankee era. Let's hope that this is the "next year" that Chicagoans have been waiting for many decades now.

Well, you lucky people, this will be the last sports page and even (alas) the last Tote Board that you will be forced to suffer through under my guidance. No more will I torment you with the malodorous garbage that runs through my mind (for about thirty seconds) to crank out this column. One thing that you, the reader, may feel secure in is that surely the next sports editor can't be any worse. Don't raise your hopes too high too soon, however. If I get out of line this summer Bob Zoller may appoint me sports editor for another season. AGHOGHOGH!

Memories

As back over the past year or so, I realize that maybe the long hours I have spent in idle labor (drinking coffee in the SU) were not entirely in vain. At least I can feel certain that all of the people on the sports team secured the stories about how many times their names appeared.

Hindsight in any case is much easier than foresight, and mistakes that have been made are more easily recognized after the ink has dried. (You realize that the Alpha Phi team is really not Alpha Phi, but is really Alpha Phi Omega). But one thing is certain, the jobs is finished and I will have to be satisfied. For as John Concannon Whelan said: "Of all sad words of tongue or pen, the saddest are these: He might have been..."